BUSINESS STANDARDS LOW

There was no business for the principal business of life—the development and maintenance of a high type of mankind. Much of our business of the business was carried on.

Mr. Lansing outlined the need for ever more moral standards in the business life of America. Drawing his quotations from the Bible, he came to this point:

'... and in part...'
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GOOD TIME MADE IN RELAY TRIALS

Lippincott, Lockwood, Cooper, and Robinson Picked by Coach Haydock for the Freshman Team.

RACES ARE TOMORROW NIGHT.

In the time trials held yesterday to determine the starting four, all Sophomore relay teams which are to clash tomorrow night, the First Regiment Armory, D. Lippincott, E. Lockwood, T. Cooper, and T. Robinson, were picked for the Freshman team. As only Four Sophomores turned out no trials were necessary. H. Macgowan, H. A. Beaton, J. A. Langhorne, and H. R. Fasenius, will make up the team. The Freshman substitutes are R. R. Kevig, W. Conn, and V. Langhorne.

The first year men were run off in two heats. The first heat was won by D. Lippincott in the fast time of 35 seconds, with J. E. Lackwood second in 35 seconds, and second heat best in 54 seconds, with Robin- son third. The time trials were used for the purpose of coming to the close of the Intercollegiate League. The game with Gettysburg tomorrow is not expected to be a very fair contest, although the visitors are to be expected to put the men in shape for the more important contest of the following week. The team will play Yale at New Haven on February 2, and Dartmouth at Hanover on the following day. If Pennsylvania is successful in winning both these contests, she will take the place at the head of the Intercollegiate League. The game with Gettysburg tomorrow is not expected to be a very fair contest, although the visitors are to be expected to put the men in shape for the more important contest of the following week. The team will play Yale at New Haven on February 2, and Dartmouth at Hanover on the following day. If Pennsylvania is successful in winning both these contests, she will take the place at the head of the Intercollegiate League. The game with Gettysburg tomorrow is not expected to be a very fair contest, although the visitors are to be expected to put the men in shape for the more important contest of the following week. The team will play Yale at New Haven on February 2, and Dartmouth at Hanover on the following day. If Pennsylvania is successful in winning both these contests, she will take the place at the head of the Intercollegiate League. The game with Gettysburg tomorrow is not expected to be a very fair contest, although the visitors are to be expected to put the men in shape for the more important contest of the following week. The team will play Yale at New Haven on February 2, and Dartmouth at Hanover on the following day. If Pennsylvania is successful in winning both these contests, she will take the place at the head of the Intercollegiate League. The game with Gettysburg tomorrow is not expected to be a very fair contest, although the visitors are to be expected to put the men in shape for the more important contest of the following week. The team will play Yale at New Haven on February 2, and Dartmouth at Hanover on the following day. If Pennsylvania is successful in winning both these contests, she will take the place at the head of the Intercollegiate League.

FAIR DEDUANTES

ENHANCE IVY BALL

Beautiful Costumes of Philadelphia's Younger Set Vie With Graceful Floral Decorations.

GYM. A VERITABLE GARDEN.

Brilliant in costumes which were embellished by the beautiful colors of the flowers of the first day of Philadelphia's decorations, the Ivy Ball, the crowning social function of the Class of 1912, which was held last night in Weights and Scales, had an unparalleled success.

The gymnasium, with the walls con- 

ENHANCE IVY BALL
coincidentally violating apparent ethics in the matter of copying papers and the like. This sort of thing is prac-
tically extremely even in the upper classes. Yet on the surface it would seem that the doing of one's work is just as much a matter of honor as the writing of a quiz. Both are submitted to the instructor as the product of in-
dividual work.

There are other phases to the situation. Under the rules of the Honor System any other man who detects a man is, in honor, bound to report the offender to the committee. How many men have been negligent in the System in this respect? It is unreasonably an unpleasant thing to do, and few men care to play the role of informer, unless the informa-
tion obtained is the System is of no consequence. It would be quite ideal-
Life to say that no unfair work goes on, and no doubt this is quite true in
ine cases out of ten. But, unfortunately, the other element does exist and it is not possible to make the
results noticeable. College men do not often become absolute saints be-
cause of their technical degree. And the system is often placed in working
order to cope with actualities. Ex-
periences and not idealism must be the
standard of such a system.

Few question the present system as an improvement over the watch dog method of examinations. To many men, the presence of an instructor in the room is no invitation to try and get the better of him. It is partly to get away from this temptation that the system is in use. Much has been gained by its inception. But is the Freshman ripe for such treatment when he enters college? Formerly, the Freshmen were given one term to develop sufficiently enough to accept the system. In view of recent occur-
ences, it becomes a question as to
whether that, after all, is not the best plan.

The Pennsylvania does not ques-
tion the ethical merits of the Honor
System. It merely wonders whether the present methods of obtaining honor in work could not be improved upon.

WRESTLERS WORK FOR LEHIGH.

Coach Beck and Assistants Preparing
Men for First Meet.

Final preparations for the wrestling meet with Lehigh, on February 5, are being made. More than thirty men are engrossing daily.

Coach Beck is receiving the assist-
ance of many old wrestlers. Among them are Charles Brown, '07, chair-
man of the Wrestling Committee; Louis Zang, of the Central Y. M. C. A.;
the Grace-College star; and Stuart, both past masters.

The men to compose the team have not yet been picked. There is an abundance of good material in all classes except the heavyweight, and the freshmans have not been able to do on the best men in several classes.

In the 153-pound division, Franciesok and Knapp are both likely ma-
terial, while in the 153-pound class, Jack Browne and McNamee can be considered the favorites. At 135 pounds Captains McCraw and William are doing good work. Sharp and Boyd are showing no trouble at 145. At 155 pounds Secker, Bishop, Howard and Clark have trained consistently.

The Famous Students' Delight Sun-
dae can be found at Ben's New Bon-
taff.
TRUE ECONOMY IN USING FINE SCARFS

THESE STORES SHOW THE BEST FROM EVERY IMPORTANT EASTERN MAKER AND SHOW THEM FIRST. THEY CONTROL MANY STYLES FOR PHILADELPHIA.

PLAIN SILK, KNIT, CROCHET.

50 cts. to $3.50

MENTION YOUR "PENNATIONAL"

REID AND FORG
119-21 Market St. 1114 Chestnut St.

Cousins Shoes
FOR
College Men

This Winter’s winning models in Tan and Black.

$5.00

Every one devoted to Men
J. & T. Cousins
1225 CHESTNUT ST.
Discount to Students.

University Medical School
CLOTHING

TO THE FOREIGN WORK OF THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

FACULTY
J. C. McCracken, M.D. 91
W. W. Casbury, M.D. 56
H. J. Lampard, M.D. 56
E. E. Ellsworth, M.D. 91
M. S. Maxwell, B. S. McPhail,
A. F. Williams, B. S. Hance,
R. A. Minch, B. S. Hance,
B. S. Hance, B.S. Hance,
T. P. Martin, B. S. Hance.

"Ye Olde Tyne Lunch Shop"
3532-25 Woodland Ave.

University Laundry
3567 Woodland Avenue

IF YOU WILL TRY
Our home-made products, we feel sure that
YOU WILL RETURN
Allow us to prepare the refreshments for your spreads, dances or picnics. It is our specialty.
You may inspect our kitchen.
3433 Woodland Ave.

- E. A. WRIGHT
College Engraver, Printer and Stationer
1106 Chestnut Street Philadelphia

Sanitary, Quick Service.
Pure Food.

TOP HATS THAT GENTLEMEN WEAR
Usually bear the label of one of these distinguished hatters:

LONDON:
A. J. WHITE HERBERT JOHNSON
B. & B.
KNOX STEETON

10 per cent. discount is allowed University students if "The Pennational" is mentioned at the time of purchase.

Blaylock & Blynn
Incorporated
Importing Hatters and Furriers
1528 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

ALLEN A. KERR CO.
1912, 1913 AND 1914 COLLEGE CLASS PINS CARRIED IN STOCK CLASS AND FRATERNITY PINS, MEDALS, CUPS, FOBs, ETC.
1004 Chestnut Street

LUNCH
IT CERTAINLY IS A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
Students Lunch
3140 WOODLAND AVENUE

MEN OF PENNSYLVANIA!
There are only two places in Philadelphia which anticipates and satisfies your desires in
exclusive headwear. The Hat Stores of individual tastes.

$3.00

KICHERER
1425 CHESTNUT AND 14 MINT ARCADE